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(Ladies and Gentlemen) 
 
I tell an Indian story. And begin by paying respects to Mahatma Gandhi. Who believed in 
free markets, in uplifting the poorest of the poor, and in the right of all human beings to 
live in dignity with their heads held high.   
 
3 or 4 years back, the tip of the huge mountain that is India emerged above the clouds 
where the attention of the world began to glow on it, as it was on the big mountain of 
China that was standing taller and bigger above those clouds. India was shining at last, 
the people who lived on the top of India said. Indian corporations were making their 
marks on the world stage in many industries---IT, BPO, auto components and 
pharmaceuticals, to mention some. But then there was a rumbling at the bottom of the 
mountain. The millions living at the bottom could not see the light. And they spoke up in 
a general election that peacefully toppled the government. It was a reminder that tall 
mountains must stand on strong bases.  
 
The bottom of India’s mountain is still not solid. Though it is strengthening, there is 
much to be done before India will reach the Millenium Development Goals. The Indian 
economy has been growing at a very respectable 6 to 8% per annum for over a decade 
and the percentage of people below the poverty line has fallen from 36% to 26%. 
However, as many as 47% of India’s children are malnourished, one of the highest 
proportions in the world. Moreover, as many as 80 million of India’s 200 million school 
age children do not complete school. The infrastructure of India’s cities is inadequate. 
Conditions in the rural areas, where 70% of its people live are even worse. While people 
in the cities are clamoring for 24/7 water in the taps in their homes, India is barely 
progressing against the MDG for drinking water. Which, it is worth remembering, is that 
every human being should have a source of drinking water within 1.6 km of their 
habitation—a world away from the concept of 24/7 water in the house. And when women 
walk those miles every day to fetch water for their families—and it is always women who 
do this, they leave their school-age daughters to take care of the homes and the younger 
children. Which is one more reason these girls are not in schools even when there are free 
schools for them.  
 
The last election made the Indian government and Indian corporations face up to these 
harsh truths. A coalition government is working towards a Common Minimum Program 
to address these stark issues while maintaining the pace of growth of GDP, and at the 
same time, satisfying the ‘sentiments’ of investors in the stock market, many of whom are 
large foreign financial institutions. This is a difficult balancing act, and the government 
of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh must be commended for its perseverance.  
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Indian corporate leaders have also rolled up their sleeves. It is very heartening to see the 
vigor with which they have focused on the rural sector of India. To some Indian 
corporations, the business of business has never been only business. This year, the House 
of Tatas is commemorating the 100th death anniversary of its founder, Jamsetji Tata. He 
founded India’s first steel plant 100 years back, just before he died. He also set up a clean 
hydro power generation grid around Mumbai to feed the textile industry. His sons created 
the Indian Institute of Science, and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. As 
Gandhi said, Jamsetji Tata was striving for India’s economic freedom while he, Gandhi 
fought for the country’s political freedom. Philanthropy has been vigorously in the Tata 
blood for over 100 years. The Tata family’s shares are held by Trusts who have built 
some of the finest medical and education institutions in India, and run large schemes for 
poverty alleviation and social welfare. The hallmark of every Tata company has always 
been the care taken of its employees and the community around it. Homes, schools, and 
hospitals of very high quality have been provided by the companies. 
 
Since I have only a few minutes, I can elaborate only one corporate example. I have 
chosen Tatas because I am most familiar with their story. And also because it brings out 
the challenges that even corporations who are devoted to their CSR have. I have learned a 
lot about the concept of corporate social responsibility through my association with Tatas 
for 40 years, 25 of those as a full time employee, progressing from management trainee 
to the board of the Group’s largest company. I will share two conceptual emergencies 
with you—two moments of truth, regarding the role of corporations in society.  
 
The first ‘conceptual emergency’ occurred in the 1970s with a remark by Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh after his visit to Jamshedpur, Tata Steel’s exemplary company 
township, where houses, roads, schools, hospitals, and utilities of very high standards are 
all provided by the company. Prince Philip wondered what it felt like to be taken care of 
by someone else all one’s life. His remark made some in Tatas think again about what 
contributing to human development meant. Were we creating dependents (well taken care 
of, no doubt) or free citizens? Apparently philanthropy is not good enough.  
 
Facing up to this ‘conceptual emergency’, the new factories of Tata Motors near Pune 
were created with a different approach. Here, the company assisted the employees to 
acquire their own homes. Thereafter the employees took responsibility to improve the 
schools and medical facilities in the communities in which they lived. The company 
facilitated by providing technical assistance and also bringing government functionaries 
and funds to support these CSR activities. Thus the villages in which Tata Motors’ 
employees lived began to change, with better facilities, and with a new confidence in 
people to help themselves.  
 
The Tata Motors’ Pune factories are also remarkable for another reason. They were 
established on a large barren plateau that had been denuded of any vegetation in the 
previous hundred years by people grazing their animals and tearing down trees and 
bushes for firewood. However, the rehabilitation of the environment was planned by 
Tatas along with the growth of the industry. Within 25 years, the factory was a forest of 
trees. And within that forest in the factory a female panther stayed to deliver her cubs. 
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Incidentally, these are the same factories within which Tata’s have been developing new 
models of commercial vehicles and cars with indigenous technology.   
 
There are two reasons I tell this Indian corporate story. The first is to say with pride that 
corporations can and that some do pursue goals much broader than profits for their 
shareholders. The second reason is to explain the second ‘conceptual emergency’ in this 
story of CSR. In the 1990s, as India opened its economy, tougher international 
competition came into India and also foreign investors. Tatas turned to these financial 
institutions to invest in Tata’s modernization and growth plans. However, these investors 
were not entirely impressed with Tatas. They thought Tatas were ‘socialists’ and not 
genuine red-meat capitalists. They wanted Tatas to focus on the business of business, 
which to these investors meant producing value for shareholders like themselves. So 
Tatas confronted another conceptual emergency—what is the business of business? And 
another moment of truth. I am glad to say, they chose to stay true to the values they had 
deeply held for over 100 years, while taking on board the challenge to deliver against the 
demands for financial value from the new breed of business analysts and investors.  
 
This brings me back to the current situation in India. There are many Indian corporations 
who are determined to combine their aspiration to contribute to the improvement of 
India’s poorest people with their goal to produce profits for their shareholders. Tatas are 
only one example. I could give you many more—of Indian companies and MNCs. But in 
my limited time I can name only a few: Godrej, ICICI, Ambujas, ITC, Infosys, Wipro, 
Pepsi, Hindustan Lever, HDFC, the TVS, Apollo and Hero Groups, and the Murugappas 
and Thapars.  
 
They are aspiring to create a stronger Movement together towards their shared goals. 
Working in partnerships with each other, and with NGOs and governments, they are 
creating new models of business that incorporate the growth of employment and incomes 
for the poor, and improvement in healthcare, education, water and sanitation, often using 
technology in innovative formats.  
 
Industry associations in India, such as the CII and FICCI have established several 
programs to foster learning amongst these initiatives. CII has created several Councils 
focusing on various MDGs, and I am privileged to chair two of these.  
 
However, the Movement of enrolling corporations towards the Millenium Development 
Goals must work its way through a ‘conceptual emergency’, which is the narrow concept 
prevalent of the role of corporations within society, and of the value they can provide. 
This restrictive concept is reinforced by the language and measures used by many 
institutions, of investors, lenders, law-makers and regulators. And here the catalytic role 
of the UN Global Compact is vital---to remind everyone of the super-ordinate goal to 
which all must work, and to induce changes in the orientation and practices of these 
institutions. In addition, the Global Compact is providing platforms for learning across 
countries and continents. 
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In conclusion, I must admit as I did at the outset, that we have a long way to go. But the 
good news is that we have put many oars in the water, and if we can row in unison, we 
will get there sooner rather than later. 


